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 “Saved!” 
 

What does it mean to be saved? That’s the question we’re wrestling with today. No big deal, 

right. 

 

We are sharing this summer through our preaching and teaching at church through the lens of 

United Methodism, looking at big concepts and looking at how it is folks from John Wesley, the 

founding member of the UMC, all the way up to how the modern-day church sees things like 

love and race and God and eternity, and today, the kingdom of God. Last week Pastor Elizabeth 

gave a powerful sermon about the scripture right before this one, and about judgement, about 

how the flowers and the weeds grow up together and it is our call to grow them all well, not to 

pluck people out and draw boxes around each other. We are not called to make people feel 

small, but to grow them big and wild and free in the love of God.  

 

This week we come to the next passage in Matthew, that moves in a similar vein, talking 

about what judgment and life look like in the kingdom of God. So, we will see what we can 

unpack together: the scripture says this: 

 
31 He told another parable to them: “The kingdom of heaven is like a mustard seed that someone 

took and planted in his field. 32 It’s the smallest of all seeds. But when it’s grown, it’s the largest 

of all vegetable plants. It becomes a tree so that the birds in the sky come and nest in its 

branches.” 

Parable of the yeast 

33 He told them another parable: “The kingdom of heaven is like yeast, which a woman took and 

hid in a bushel of wheat flour until the yeast had worked its way through all the dough.” 

The kingdom of heaven is like a treasure that somebody hid in a field, which someone else 

found and covered up. Full of joy, the finder sold everything and bought that field. 

Parable of the merchant 

45 “Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a merchant in search of fine pearls. 46 When he found 

one very precious pearl, he went and sold all that he owned and bought it. 



Parable of the net 

47 “Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a net that people threw into the lake and gathered all 

kinds of fish. 48 When it was full, they pulled it to the shore, where they sat down and put the 

good fish together into containers. But the bad fish they threw away. 49 That’s the way it will be 

at the end of the present age. The angels will go out and separate the evil people from the 

righteous people, 50 and will throw the evil ones into a burning furnace. People there will be 

weeping and grinding their teeth. 

Treasures new and old 

51 “Have you understood all these things?” Jesus asked. 

They said to him, “Yes.” 

52 Then he said to them, “Therefore, every legal expert who has been trained as a disciple for the 

kingdom of heaven is like the head of a household who brings old and new things out of their 

treasure chest.” 

(this is the word of God…) 

So, I want to introduce discussion on this passage by talking a little about where I was this last 

week: this week you may have noticed from pictures online that 20 of us youth and adults were 

in the Boundary waters. It was a pretty phenomenal week, minus the swarms and hordes, and I 

kid you not, dive-bombing strategizing mosquitoes. We read through the book of Luke together: 

we portaged canoes, played games, sang, and prayed and shared about life and stepped away 

from life here into a pretty thin, holy place up north. We had a good amount of time to just talk, 

either around a fire or meal or on the car ride or in a canoe, and a few of us were talking about 

the sermon last week and my sermon this week. One of our leaders was troubled about how in 

both of these passages the topic of “burning” is a consistent theme. There is talk about 

separating: separating weeds from flowers, good fish from bad fish, and burning the rest. We 

talked around some of these topics and gave theories and assumptions, and ultimately found 

ourselves with some uncertainty and mystery around this big question, what does it mean to be 

saved, and is there such a thing as not-saved? 

 

It seems like a simple question. But I want to confess, as a pastor and as someone who has 

claimed Christianity for a long time, the Christian church seems to have made the answer much 

more complicated. I think that much of the Christian church the last few hundred years has 

treated salvation in an old-school Walt Disney way. I’m thinking of the Snow White and 

Sleeping Beauty era of fairy tales, where the whole goal of the story is for the young girl to get 

saved, and the punishment of not-saved is eternal sleep, or maybe dragons and fire. Snow White 

sings, “someday my prince will come.” They seek to be rescued from the fires of evil people 

and destructions and evil, preferably by a handsome young prince, if at all possible. For a long 

time, churches have done a big and terrible job of creating fear of condemnation, fear of final 

judgment and drawing pictures of lakes of fire, and made us humans to be weaklings on the 

sidelines meant to tremble and pray for rescue. The churches have wasted so much energy as 



people in church and as a culture is taken up in figuring out who is “in” and who is “out.” This 

is what Pastor Elizabeth was referring to last week: it seems like we, in the church, have gotten 

lazy, much of the time, and turned to judgment instead of love. It’s easier to decide who is 

“good people” and who is “bad people”, who should be allowed in our schools, and our boy 

scouts, and our military, and churches and who is not, draw the line and be done with it, no 

more questions, no gray areas. We’ve paid a lot more attention to what it is to be judged and 

what judgement looks like than what it is to be saved. I remember when I was a teenager I sent 

my UM pastor an email why we didn’t talk more about judgment and eternity: my Christian 

camps I was attending were talking about it so much, I assumed the churches should be 

bringing it up every week as well. We talk about it so much because when we get to practice 

being judges, people in power get to feel elite and happy, and the people rejected get ignored. It 

is easier to stay in your little group of happy saved people, and much harder to stay open to the 

world: to look in the face of someone you don’t like and don’t understand and see the face of 

Christ, and trust that they too are a flower of God, loved and held in God’s hand. It’s harder to 

trust that maybe, just maybe, we are all already saved, and don’t have to work for it, because we 

would get a terrifying amount of freedom. 

 

The church has often worked hard to scare people into being obedient, by promising heaven for 

good behavior, and judgment for bad. But what if you knew that your life’s journey isn’t about 

“getting saved”? What if your life’s journey is about living out the salvation you already have? 

What if it’s less about being “saved from death” and more about “practicing salvation”? / 

“saved into life”  

 

If some of the classic fire-and-brimstone church view of salvation is like early Disney, I think 

our Methodist movement’s view of being saved is more like new Disney. Some of you may 

have gone to the family movie night this last week where they watched Moana:  I wasn’t there, 

but we listened to a lot of the soundtrack on the way home in Moana’s honor. Or maybe you’ve 

seen Frozen, or Zootopia: if not, I’d go home and rent all three. Being saved for Moana and 

Anna and Judy the bunny is not about being saved from punishment: but using the salvation 

they already have to help empower and save others.  

 

Moana sings a big anthem that says this: 

 

See the light as it shines on the sea 

It's blinding 

But no one knows how deep it goes 

And it seems like it's calling out to me 

So come find me 

And let me know 

What's beyond that line 

Will I cross that line 

 

See the light where the sky meets the sea 

It calls me 



And no one knows how far it goes 

If the wind in my sail on the sea stays behind me 

One day I'll know 

How far I'll go  

 

Moana is seeking the adventure of the unknown and the adventure of trusting her God-given 

strength so she can go out and save her people: This is, like the yoga people would say, 

Namaste: the light of the Divine in me honoring the Divine in you. It is what we Christians call 

grace: recognizing that we are already loved and accepted and filled with the strong spirit of 

God, and helping others see the same. It’s seeing, like John Wesley said in your bulletin quote, 

that the kingdom of heaven starts right now, and we get to be a part of it.  

 

Because truly, we are not all living into our salvation yet, even though we are already saved into 

grace. Have you ever seen a video of the great “flea experiment”? Baby fleas like to jump 

wildly, as hopefully you know not from personal experience. But if you put a group of fleas in a 

jar with the lid on top, they will learn to only jump as high as the lid. Once you take them out, 

that’s as high as they will ever jump. This becomes so patterned into their minds and little tiny 

flea souls that when they have flea children, their flea children will only jump as high as the jar, 

even though they are free. John Wesley says, it’s true in the generality of our behaviors to stifle 

the desires we have to see God and seek God and the joy we have of experiencing God’s 

salvation, and deny we ever had them at all, when we are actually called to follow this longing 

and increase more and more into the life of the spirit of God, to keep turning like a holy tornado 

to each other over and over again with WOW. 

 

Like Marianne Williamson said, “Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. 

Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure.” We are not weaklings waiting to be 

saved: Jesus already saved, and are called to live into God’s salvation. 

 

In our scripture today we hear over and over that the kingdom of God is life that we would give 

anything and everything for: have you found a glimpse of THIS kind of salvation? A glimpse is 

all we need to start. It’s as small as a mustard seed, ready to flourish and grow. Have you had a 

moment at church or in a small group where you were stirred, and realized something was 

going on here, different than school or work or Rotary club or channel one? Have you ever 

gotten to a place like the boundary waters or on a mission trip where you were disconnected 

from all expectations, and realized you were being truly YOU again, who God made you to be? 

Have you ever been addicted to something or someone, and courageously walked away, and 

learned a new life of clarity you had never experienced before? Have you ever worked together 

with the people you live with or work with and actually watched change happen, new 

relationships form, and felt something shift from a group of people into true community? 

“Getting saved” happened a long time ago, and only once. Living salvation is the journey of a 

lifetime. Maybe it’s not something we feel all the time: we will still experience times where we 

don’t jump high, where we feel shame and fear and the dread that feels “not-saved.” But God 

has called us to courageously jump into the whirlwind of salvation and trust. Are you willing to 

step out, to jump beyond the confines of your mason jar, to stop working so hard to be accepted 



or saved and start taking the kind of risks you’d take if you knew you are filled to overflowing 

with Grace? 

 


